ABSTRACT. BirkhofT-irregular boundary value problems for quadratic ordinary differential pencüs of the second order have been considered. The spectral parameter may appear in a boundary condition, the equation contains an abstract linear Operator while the boundary conditions contain internal points of an interval and a Unear functioniJ. Isomorphism and coerciveness with a defect are proved for such problems. Two-fold completeness of root functions of corresponding spectral problems is also established. As an application of the obtained results, an initial boundary value Problem for second order parabolic equations is considered, and the well-posedness and completeness of the elementary solutions are proved.
Introduction
This paper has been written for three main reasons. The first is that mjiny important application problems deal with Birkhoff-irregular [3] boundary value problems. The weUknown Regge problem [28] , [29] which arises in the field quantum theory of scattering, is eJso the BirkhofT-irregular one. The second reason is that there is a growing theoretical interest in this kind of problem. The nonclassicaJ Situation generates nonstandard results.
In a series of works [18, 19, 20] , P. Lang and J. Locker give the füll spectral theory for the differential operator Lu = -u" with two linearly independent boundary conditions, in terms of coefEcients of boundaiy conditions. J. Locker [21] extends these considerations to Lu = -Ii" + pti' + gu. In paxticulzir, P. Lang and J. Locker consider Birkhoff-irregular boundary conditions. Many monographs (see, for example, [35] , [25] , [26] , [27] , [4] ) ajid papers are devoted to Birkhoff-regular bound^y value problems but there is no monograph that systematiccilly investigates an irregvilar Situation. We give here a short review of papers which deal with the latter case. The last reason (and perhaps the most important for the author) is to familicirize readers with some of the author's early results (1984) (1985) (1986) [41] [42] [43] [44] which were published in minor Russian Journals and were not known to a Wide mathematical audience. On the other hand, all the results of sections 3 eind 4 are new because of the spectral parameter A in the boundary condition. When the boundary condition does not contain A, i.e., an = ßu = ijo» = 0, then aU the results coincide with the author's previous results [41, 42] (except subsections 3.6 and 4.3 which appear in this paper for the first time). The results of section 5 were announced in [43] and proved in [44] .
We now give a short review of BirkhofF-irregular boundary value problems. In 1927 M. H.
Stone [34] [25] for exact references). A Situation of n-order ordinary difFerentieJ equations with Birkhoff-irregular non-separated boundary conditions was considered by A. P. Khromov [16] and H. E. Benzinger [1] and was generaJized by W. Eberhard and G. Freiling [5] and C. Tretter [36] for equations of the type N(y) = XP{y), where N{y) and P(y) are differential expressions of order n and p, respectively (here multiple roots of the characteristic equation are admitted). Similar problems were considered by H. Minkler [24] and F.-J. Kaufmann [14] . The case of severcJ multiple roots was first investigated by A. A. Shkalikov [32] . But he makes some additional assumptionon the fundamental systems of solutions of the equation. G. Freiling [6] generalized Shkalikov's results about fold-completeness and minimeility of a system of root functions of some classes of Birkhoff-irregular boundary eigenvaJue problems for general ordinary differential pencils.
In the latter general case, G. Freiling [7, 8] also obtained asymptotic estimates for the Green function and an expansion theorem. R. Mennicken and M. Möller [23] considered a Situation when boundary conditions may contain hnear functionals.
The fold-completeness theorem of root functions of irregiilar boundary value problems with separated boundaxy conditions was formulated by M. V. Keldysh [15] Shkalikov [17] considered an operator A which was generated by the difFerential expression
y^'^^x) + + ••• + p-ny(x)
£ind separated boundary conditions. They showed that under some conditions it is possible to prove the Abel basis property of order a for root functions of an operator A. Moreover, there aie cases when the resolvent of A has an exponential growth in any direction in the complex plane.
A non-separated Situation was also studied in works by M. G. Gasumov and A. M.
Magerramov [9] , A. 1. Vagabov [38] , Yu. A. Mamedov [22] , Y. Yakubov [41] [42] [43] [44] , Completeness of root functions of irregulär boundary vcJue problems with multipoint boundary conditions of the Vallee-Poussin type has been considered by M. G. Zavgorodnii [45] .
Some nonstandard residts exist for irregulär boundary value problems in contrast to the classical regulär Situation. For example, M. G. Geisumov and A. M. Magerramov [10] constructed an example of a quadratic ordinary difFerential pencU with irregulär boundary conditions such that a system of root functions is not two-fold complete but complete in 1,2(0,1). In subsection 4.4 we show one further example. Using the irregularity of a problem we prove that M. V. Keldysh's theorem on weak perturbation of seUadjoint Operators with the discrete spectrum is not generaJly true for weak perturbation of nonselfadjoint operators with the discrete spectrum.
In the theory of regulär boundary value problems for ordinary differential equations, eUiptic partial differenticJ equations and eUiptic with a weight partial difFerential equations, there appear coercive Operator pencils
where Ak, k = 1,... ,n are, generally speaking, unbounded operators in a Banach space E, i.e., operator pencils for which the following estimate i=o holds in some angles of the complex plane, where Ek, fc = 0,...,n, aire Banach spaces continuously embedded into E such that A/, from Ek into E is bounded, k = l,...,n.
Conversely, in the theory of irregulär boundary value problems for ordinary difFerential equations there appear coercive with a defect operator pencils, i.e., operator pencils for which the last inequcility holds with some loss <5 > 0 in some aoigles of the complex plane, namely,
k=o
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The infimum of such S is cailed the defect of coerciveness of the pencil in the angle. Coerciveness with defect 0 is simply coerciveness.
In section 2 we give the necessary notation and definitions.
In section 3 we find angles of coerciveness with defects 1 and 2 of some classes of In section 4 we prove two-fold completeness and completeness of root functions of boundary value Problems considered in the previous section.
Section 5 is an apphcation of the results, obtained in sections 3 and 4, to the initial boundary value problems for parabolic equations. A. A. Samarskii points out in [30] that further development of the theory of differential equations will be defined by new problems originating from physics, and derives a number of nonstandard ones. Nonstandard boundary conditions generate the foUowing phenomena: in some cases an infinite number of associated functions appear, the completeness of root functions is proved using a special approach, the questions of convergence of expansions in root functions and the existence and stabUity of solutions axe nontrivial. The problem which we consider is nonstandeird in that : it is irregulär, an abstract operator may appesir in the equation while internal points of the rectangle [0,!r] X [0,1], and a linear functional may appear in boundary conditions. Some nonstandard initial boundary value problems have been considered by N. I. lonkin and E. I. Moiseev [12] , and by N. I. lonkin [11] . Justification of the generalized Fourier method, used in these papers, becomes very difficult. We transform our initial boundary value Problem to the Cauchy problem for a difFerentied-operator equation. By this approach we avoid a technically cumbersome work.
So, the main subjects of this paper eure: a) to find angles in the complex A-plane where there exists an isomorphism for some classes of BirkhofF-irregular boundary value problems and to establish coercive estimates with defects 1 and 2 for solutions of the problems in these angles. All other authors, who deal with similar problems, work with estimates on expeinding circles; b) to prove fold-completeness of a system of root functions of the above-mentioned
Problems;
c) to establish the well-posed solvability of irregulär initial boundary value problems and completeness of their elementary solutions.
Note that in this paper we consider problems which are differential in their principal part, i.e., an equation may contciin an abstract linear operator ajxd boundary conditions may contain linear functionals.
Notations and deflnitions. Irregulär boundary value problems
Consider a principally (because of the addition of B, T, ajid Xji) boundary value problem for ordinary differential equations Let US give some notations and deflnitions which wiU be used throughout this paper.
We assume that 02 ^ 0 and denote by Note that every Birkhoff-regular eigenvalue boundary problem is regulär in our sense;
the Problems regulär with defect 1 or 2 (in our sense) are BirkhofF-irregular. Our definition of regiilarity with a defect is more verifiable for specific problems than the definitions which are known in the present Uterature as the Stone-regularity or ahnost-regularity of some Order. 
where u(t) is an elementciry Solution of the form (2.11).
Let Hhe a. Hilbert space, continuously embedded in A system of root vectors of problem (2.8) is caUed n-fold complete in H if the system of vectors (2.12) is complete in the Space H.
3. Isomorphism and coerciveness with a defect of principally irregulär boundary value problems for ordinary differential equations 3.1. Isomorphism and coerciveness for equations with constant coefRcients on the whole axis. Consider an ordinary differential equation with consteints coefRcients on the whole axis
where Ok, bk, and c^ axe complex numbers, f(x) is a given function. Since for f -ü; + e < cirg A< ^-öJ -ewe have ^ + e<argu;iA< y-e, |arga;2A| < ^ -e then for the same A eind |A| -^ oo (3.8) ^ + e <arg/ii < y-e, | arg/i2| < ^ -e.
Hence, for f-a; + e<argA< ^-ÖJ-e, |A| -)-oo,o-6R, we have
Then (3.6) impües
From this (3.10) = + 6iA + C2 + (Aai + 62)(i^r) + a2{i<rf)-'Ff.
By virtue of (3.7) and (3.9), the functions 
Let / e Then from the last equaUty it foUows that u 6 and
Hence, by virtue of (3.13), we have
From this inequaJity and inequeility (3.13) we obtain (3.4). •
Isomorphism and coerciveness with defect 1 of boundary value
Problems for homogeneous equations. Consider the foUowing problem
where at, fcj,, a^k, ßvk, 7io, <Jio, niij U a-re complex numbers, Xji 6 (0,1). Hence,
Substituting these values of Ci into (3.18), we find that problem (3.14)-(3.15) has a unique Solution and this Solution is given by the formxila 
where ajt, 5t, a"ife, ß:,k, 710, Sio, nji, fv are complex numbers, f{x) is a given function, Xji € (0,1). of the equation
and U2{x) is a Solution of the problem Then for any e > 0 there exists ü, > 0 such that for all complex numbers X satisfying f -o; + e < arg A < ^ -üJ -e, \X\> R^, the operator and, therefore, the estimate of Corollary 3.6 cannot be improved on a whole class of f e and f^ 6 C, i.e., the estimate
is not fulfilled V/ 6 1), V/^ € C. So, conditions (1) and (2) is reguleir with defect 1 with respect to the numbers wi, u!2 then, by virtue of Theorem 3.5, it follows that for a Solution to problem (4.5) the estimate
is fuIfiUed in the angle 
PROOF.
The proof is similar to that of Theorem 4.1. We use Theorem 3.8, instead of Let US derive a theorem which wsis proved by various methods in [33] and [39] . Consider, in a Banach space E, the Cauchy problem. Every where q G (l,oo). • Akcnowledgments I would like to thank the referee for pointing out to me some additioncd references on the subject.
